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In the spring 2016, Mimeo and InSync Training debuted our 

inaugural State of Learning and Development report.

In the course of the study, we discovered that only 9% of learning professionals use standard industry 
benchmarks, such as the Kirkpatrick Assessment matrix, to measure their training. Many respondents 
admitted to not measuring their training at all, with one even saying they only paid attention to positive 
feedback.

Considering the data-driven world we live in, this surprised us, and we decided to dig in further. As business 
leaders demand more return on investment from L&D departments, and as learners expect a more modern 
learning experience, how are teams actually measuring their training, and are they changing their methods?

The result is this report. Turning to our community of clients who run amazing programs every day, we 
gathered more data about training measurement and interviewed 3 clients about their current state of 
measurement.

Throughout this report, you’ll read first-hand examples of training measurement in action. You’ll get a crash 
course in some of the more common training methods. You’ll also see further trends from our quantitative 
research, including that internal trainers are more likely to rate their programs as effective and that smile 
sheets remain the number one method of measuring training.

We hope you enjoy.

http://owl.li/rwkg3078htZ


Why 
Measurement 
Matters
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Training and development teams have existed for decades without 
focusing on measurement. As our State of L&D 2016 report demonstrated, 
many teams still haven’t taken the time to create robust measurement 
strategies. Yet measurement is going to be key to evolving with the 
workplace. 

As the corporate world morphs from the industrial age into the technology 
age, learning is changing too. 86% of learning teams already use some 
form of blended learning, and Jennifer Hofmann from InSync Training is 
just one of many thought leaders predicting a future of learning curators 
rather than learning creators’.

Change means stepping out of your comfort zone. L&D teams will need 
to step out of their comfort zone to create learning in new ways, such as 
developing microlearning, offering virtual classes, and finding ways to 
curate informal learning. L&D leadership will need to step out of their 
comfort zone to justify new methods to the larger organization. 

The best way to do this is by measuring old and new methods to support 
each new step with data. By measuring your training, you will gain 
insight into what you and your team can do better in learning design 
and facilitation. You will be able to demonstrate to your sponsors the 
effectiveness of the resources they put towards your training. And you will 
ultimately be able to serve your learners more effectively. 

1 State of Learning and Development 2016
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THE COMPANY

Siemens is a global powerhouse focusing on the areas of 
electrification, automation and digitalization. Peter supports the rail 
division, which builds light rail, mass transit, and locomotive vehicles.

BACKGROUND

Peter has been a technical trainer at Siemens for over 16 years, more 
recently as the training and documents manager. His lean team 
is responsible for training customers on complex transit vehicles. 
Because of contracts won through 2020, this year the team grew 
from 1 trainer to 3.
 
Peter’s team has used the same training metrics throughout his 
tenure and don’t currently have any plans to change.

THE TRAINING

Whenever the rail division signs a contract, Peter’s team is tasked with 
providing training and support materials to the customer. The end-goal 
is that the customer’s maintenance team will be able to build, drive, 
service, disassemble, and reassemble the complex vehicles.
 
Peter’s team of three provides exclusively face-to-face training 
wherever their customer is. The standard course is 160 hours, 
spread over 4 weeks. 80 hours of that is in the classroom, and 
80 hours is simulation on the locomotive itself. They place an 
imperative on always having an instructor present to answer 
questions and use PowerPoint and animations to explain how the 
software and mechanics of the vehicles work.

Peter Burdon
Documents and Technical Training Manager, Siemens
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THE METRICS

While Siemens tracks that the training is delivered on time, Peter delivers 
requested metrics to the customers. Throughout the 160-hour course, the 
team uses tests, quizzes, and evaluations to monitor the progress of the 
learners. At the end of the course module, the learners complete a smile/
evaluation sheet to give Peter’s team further feedback. The goal of these 
various methods is to measure learning transfer and to identify which 
parts of the course needs revision.

HOW METRICS HELP PETER

Peter pays most attention to the tests and quizzes throughout the course. 
While no learner is going to fail the class, the tests help Peter’s team 
gauge which modules are most effective in learning transfer and which 
lessons need to be strengthened.

HOW PETER USES MIMEO

Peter’s customers request handbooks so that they can retain what they’ve 
already learned and continue learning even after his team has moved on. 
Before Mimeo, they used local shops to print the handbooks and then had 
to lug or ship the books themselves to each customer’s site. With Mimeo, 
they simply upload the file, proof, and ship directly to each location. This 
allows Peter to take advantage of downtime to prepare for months on the 
road. For example, in October he orders all the handbooks to customer 
sites, and when he shows up in November, the books are already there, 
waiting for him. 



How Effective 
Is Your 
Training?
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31% of learning professionals gave their training a 5 out of 5 for effectiveness. In general, the teams who 
provide training as an external service to clients were more confident in their training. This could be because 
they regularly get satisfaction feedback from clients, as opposed to internal teams who may not ever hear 
from their sponsors whether the training met expectations.

Spotlight on: ADDIE
ADDIE stands for Analysis, Design, Development, Implementation, and 
Evaluation and is most popular with instructional designers. Designed by 
the US Military, it is a very linear process to help training developers create 
courses that will address the core issue of the stakeholder.

E is for Evaluation

ADDIE’s Evaluation phase focuses on two kinds of measurement: formative 
and summative. Formative measurement must take place throughout the 
training process to ensure that the learning objectives identified during 
Analysis are met. The summative measurement uses tests to evaluate 
learning transfer and eval sheets to capture feedback from users.

For example, Peter’s team uses tests for each course module to measure 
how well their learners understand the material. At the end, they use 
evaluation sheets to understand each learner’s experience with the course.
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Jessica is in the middle of changing her measurement system. Read her 
profile to hear how her team has used or plans to use: Utilization Metrics, 
Grading Matrices, Customer Readiness Tests and Customer Success 
Correlation Metrics

THE COMPANY

Social Solutions Global (SSG), the developers of Efforts to Outcomes 
(ETO®) and Apricot® software, is the leading provider of outcomes 
management software for the human services. The software equips 
nonprofit and government agencies to drive performance by making 
data useful at all levels, from frontline staff to executive leadership.

BACKGROUND

Jessica joined Social Solutions 4 years ago as the second person 
on the training team.  The training team was a part of the customer 
support team until January 2016 when it was made into its own 
department. 
 
Jessica has grown the team both in size (it is now a department of 
six) and in function. The team spends time creating content and 
developing courses, while Jessica is focused on developing metrics 
to ensure efficiency and accurately reflect the success of her team.

THE TRAINING

Jessica and her team deliver training to customers on how to use the 
two Social Solutions platforms. Using a blended approach, she and her 
team map out learning objectives to address the training needs for each 
user role within the software. 
 

Jessica Coburn
Director of Training, Social Solutions
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In this model, software administrators attend a “boot camp,” which is an 
intensive, instructor-led onboarding class conducted either on-site or online.
 
In addition, Jessica’s team produces “labs,” which are 60-minute courses on 
specific features or functions. Labs can be “refresher” training, training on 
advanced features, or training on new features following a new release. These 
are designed as interactive, instructor-led courses.
 
Jessica’s team includes an instructional designer, Lei Robinson, who crafted 
a self-paced e-learning library using Storyline. This library includes interactive 
lessons that guide learners through content in the form of animations, 
tutorials, and quizzes.  The team is currently in the process of building a new 
microlearning library that end users can access as an in-the-moment reference 
while they learn how to use the software. When it comes to microlearning, 
Jessica encourages her team to break down concepts into as many segments 
as possible.
 
The training team facilitates certifications on each software, which include 
practical and written portions of each exam. 
 
They also respond to client requests for custom training. Custom training is 
designed to teach users how to use their unique site and its set up. 
 
Finally, they create the documentation to support each software, such as the 
user guides.

THE OLD METRICS

As the training department has grown and evolved, so too has their 
measurement strategy.
 
When Jessica first joined, training was embedded in the Customer Support 
division and metrics were focused on revenue generation. However, this 
measurement seemed counter to the goal of the training department, 
which is to develop independent and self-sufficient software users. That 
metric is also heavily dependent on the number of customers acquired by 
the sales team, over which the training department has no influence.   
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As Social Solutions evolved, there was an organizational shift to 
focus on utilization.  The training team was given a utilization 
target measured by ratio of how many customers participated in 
training. However, utilization does not accurately represent the 
team’s achievements. For example, the training team focuses on 
developing courses during the “slow” months. This results in low 
utilization metrics, despite the high level of productivity.
 
Throughout its history, the team has largely focused on customer 
satisfaction surveys to determine the success of each class. These 
surveys asked the likelihood that the customer will recommend the 
training on a scale of 1-10. Jessica pointed out that her trainers are 
gregarious, charming people, so they frequently receive high scores 
based on personality. Those scores don’t necessarily illuminate 
whether the customer actually learned how to use the Social 
Solutions software.

THE NEW METRICS

To develop a better measurement system, Jessica first identified the 
populations her team intends to serve, determining who benefits 
from effective training. The first group served is the customer 
who participates in the training. The second is Social Solutions: 
specifically, the Support and Professional Services teams. Effective 
training allows customers to be more savvy software users, which 
reduces the demand on Support and Professional Services.   
 
Next, Jessica questioned the definition of success. Success 
in Jessica’s department is when customers are more active 
participants during implementation so that they can complete 
a more appropriate configuration in the intended timeline. In 
addition, success is when customers are self-sufficient. They know 
the software and how to find answers to their questions.
 
Jessica then set about creating a measurement strategy to accurately 
depict the success of her team in serving customers as well as 
Social Solutions.
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In order to measure whether customers are prepared to use the software, 
Jessica created a grading matrix applied to each learner at the end of their 
course. This is not to put pressure on the learner, she emphasizes, but 
rather her version of the Kirkpatrick’s Level 1 to measure whether there 
was a learning exchange. It also creates a standardized review of each 
class which allows for her to better hold each trainer accountable when the 
exchange is unsuccessful.

In addition to measuring whether learning took place in class, Jessica 
will measure each learner’s perception of how the training has prepared 
them to use the software.  This “readiness assessment” contains three 
questions intended to measure each student’s level of confidence using 
the software, knowledge of the software, and ability to use the software. 
The assessment is a pre-test/post-test, and the expectation is that the 
training will increase the customer’s readiness. This is an important 
measure because of Ebbinghaus’ Forgetting Curve, which illustrates how 
quickly we forget information. Jessica believes if she can increase the 
customers perceived “readiness” (ability, knowledge, and confidence), the 
students will be more motivated to begin using the software. Then, they 
will relearn or be reminded of the things they “forgot” from their training 
as they use the software in real life. 

To put it simply, Jessica recognizes that a great deal of learning takes 
place outside of the classroom. Jessica wants to ensure that her team is 
positioning the customers so they may benefit from real-life learning.  
 
To measure how her team’s work impacts Social Solutions, Jessica 
uses correlation metrics to demonstrate the ROI of training. These 
metrics show how often trained customers vs. untrained customers call 
support, the length of implementations for customers who are trained vs. 
customers who are not trained, as well as how training impacts customer 
retention. 

What Factor Helped Jessica Change Metrics: The visibility of the training 
team increased when it was made a stand-alone department. This change 
required Jessica to create more effective metrics to report to the executive 
leadership team.
 

Read more about the Kirkpatrick Levels on page 21!
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What Surprised Jessica About New Metrics: Her trainers were 
uncomfortable grading learners. The trainers believe that learners have 
different needs, and they did not want to be penalized if a learner did not 
fully participate in an activity.

HOW JESSICA USES MIMEO

Jessica and her team use Mimeo to print and ship their training workbooks 
to remote customers.

Spotlight on: Bloom’s Taxonomy
Bloom’s Taxonomy, designed by Dr. Benjamin Bloom in 1956, is most popular among K-12 and 

college educators but can also be applied to corporate learning. It suggests measuring learning on 
six different levels, each level being more advanced than the other:

This describes the revised taxonomy from 2001.

Create

Evaluate

Apply

Understand

Remember

The ability to produce new or original work

The ability to justify a decision based on what they’ve learned

Analyze
The ability to draw connections between ideas

The ability to use information in new situations

The ability to explain ideas or concepts

The ability to recall facts and basic concepts
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Only 10% of learning professionals gave their measurement strategy a 5 out of 5.  

In fact, the average rating of their training measurement programs was a just-above-mediocre 3.24. 

While teams providing external training as a service were more likely to rate their training as effective, they 
were less satisfied with their measurement strategy. At the same time, internal training teams were more 
likely to be satisfied with their measurement strategy.

Spotlight on: Plan, Do, Study, Act
The Plan, Do, Study, Act model, originally developed by W. Edwards 
Deming, plots training as a continuous cycle rather than a linear 
process. It suggests that when implementing change, teams 
first create plans, then execute, then evaluate the data to create a 
summary of what was learned, and then finally act by adapting, 
adopting or abandoning the approach. Then you rinse and repeat.

While both the name and concept may sound obvious, the theory 
of this model is that writing down each step helps teams focus on 
each stage. It is not very prescriptive when it comes to evaluation, 
but it is clear that you must set out a measurement goal in the plan 
stage in order to be able to describe success.
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THE COMPANY

Apple Gold Group is an original franchisee of Applebee’s and 
operates 127 restaurants across seven states. It now manages back 
office operations support teams in its headquarters, including the 
learning and development role. 

BACKGROUND

Reggie has worked for Apple Gold Group for 12 years, focusing 
on L&D but more specifically moving into the role of training 
administrator in the last year and a half. He is responsible for 
coordinating training events, from hotel set-up to ordering 
workbook documents to occasionally stepping in to facilitate. 

Reggie is on a team of three: Reggie, the vice president of training, 
and the regional training manager. They employ about 15 elite 
trainers to manage restaurant openings and work with several 
hundred trainers across their territory to facilitate daily training.

THE TRAINING

Training at the Apple Gold Group is constant. Reggie coordinates 
three kinds of training: managers in training, neighborhood experts, 
and restaurant-level position training. Neighborhood experts provide 
training in the restaurants, and position training is given during the 
shift. His team also coordinates workshops and webinars on best 
practices that are less formal. 

In terms of format, the Apple Gold Group uses blended learning, which 
comprises some classroom training, some computer-based e-learning, 
and some hands-on training. 

Reggie Hayes
Training Administrator, Apple Gold Group
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THE MEASUREMENT

The Apple Gold Group developed a robust rubric for tracking and 
measuring their training starting about six years ago.

Reggie is responsible for monthly reporting on the manager training, 
including who is in the training, where they are located, when they started, 
who their directors are, and their current grades on the computer-based 
e-learning courses that accompany the classroom training.
 
Restaurant-level trainings are measured during a more cohesive 
Applebee’s Brand Assessment. Each store is audited to see if new hires 
have completed required training and what their grades were. If the grades 
are low, the store receives a special training course to bring them up to the 
average. 

The grades and completion rate measurements are used to measure the 
impact of training on business. The stores that need the remedial training 
tend to be the lower-performing stores. This correlation helps Reggie’s 
team demonstrate their training’s ROI.

Meanwhile, the team measures their own performance by conducting 
follow-up interviews with trainees, which usually occur anywhere 
between two weeks and a month after the end of the training. In these 
interviews, they gather qualitative data such as how the trainee felt about 
the program, whether the trainer used tools appropriately, and what the 
trainee thinks could be done differently.

HOW MEASUREMENT HAS HELPED

In Reggie’s words, “By setting goals and planning and organizing, we 
use our systems, methods, and tools to get us where we need to be.” By 
setting up a robust measurement program, his team is able to focus on 
what isn’t working, rather than guessing.

HOW REGGIE USES MIMEO

“Religiously.” He relies on Mimeo to print and distribute bar newsletters 
as well as binders for classroom training. 
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Spotlight on: Net Promoter Score
The Net Promoter Score (NPS) asks one simple thing: How likely is it that your customers will recommend 
your brand to a friend or colleague?

Respondents answer on a 0-10 scale and are sorted into three groups:

• Promoters - Scores of 9-10

• Passives - Scores of 7-8

• Detractors - Scores of 0-6

The final score is calculated by subtracting the percentage of detractors from the percentage of promoters. 
For example, Mimeo’s Net Promoter Score is 76.

Jessica’s team uses the NPS as a correlative metric to measure whether the training creates a positive 
customer experience. Companies whose main service is providing training likely use the NPS to measure 
customer satisfaction with their training services.



What Kind 
of Training 
Methods Do 
You Use?
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We asked our respondents what kind of industry training methods they use. The most popular 
methods were the Kirkpatrick Model (or modified version) and CEB’s Metrics that Matter™. 

Other write-in methods were:

• Bloom’s Taxonomy

• ADDIE

•  Internally designed combinations of surveys, tests, and results measurement
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Spotlight on: Kirkpatrick Model
One of the most well-known standards for measuring training, the Kirkpatrick Model 
breaks down measurement into four levels (and is also known as the Four Levels of 
Evaluation). Originally developed in the 1970s, it was updated in 2011 to “more easily 
calculate the return of expectations of stakeholders”. 2

Each level measures a different aspect of learning:

Level 1 - Reaction

The first level focuses on how the learners react to the training overall, including the 
instructor, topic, materials, tools, presentation, and venue. This is the equivalent of the 
smile sheet and is the most popular level.

Level 2 - Learning

The second level measures whether your learning objectives were met. This includes not 
only whether the trainees now have new knowledge but also if there were specific attitudes, 
confidence, or commitment-level goals. 

For example, Jessica’s team is concerned with giving users of Social Solutions’s 
software confidence to leave training ready to play around in the system. They plan 
to measure this with pre- and post-tests where learners rate their own confidence, 
knowledge, and competency on the software.

Level 3 - Behavior

The third level tracks the learner after leaving the classroom to measure change in 
behavior. This is particularly important for demonstrating return on expectations to 
stakeholders. Reggie’s team measures this by comparing the grades and completion 
rates with store performance and offering remedial training to help lagging stores.

Level 4 - Results

The final level measures the tangible results of the training, which could include 
improved quality and efficiency, higher morale, or decreased employee turnover. 
Jessica’s team will measure this level by tracking how often customers call support, 
how long it takes for them to implement the software, and even the organization’s Net 
Promoter Score.

2 TrainingIndustry.Com
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Learn More
Watch our on-demand webinar featuring Eileen Krantz, Vice 

President of Client Analytics at Richardson, at your leisure 

to hear about how Richardson measures the effectiveness 

of their training for Fortune 500 companies: Measuring the 

Effectiveness of Your Training. 

Subscribe to the Mimeo L&D blog for regular updates and 

investigations into learning and development best practices. 

https://www.mimeo.com/webinars/webinar-measuring-effectiveness-sales-training/
https://www.mimeo.com/webinars/webinar-measuring-effectiveness-sales-training/
https://www.mimeo.com/blog/category/training/
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About Mimeo

As the Business Unit Director of Training Services & Associations at Mimeo, I am passionate about giving the 
L&D world back time by finding the most efficient way to distribute content. By working solely with trainers 
around the world, my team understands the objectives, pain points, and nuances of L&D professionals. 

Since 1998, Mimeo has been the go-to on-demand solution for trainers as we make it easy to upload your 
materials, preview in real-time, and then print and distribute directly to your audience location. Our Mimeo 
Digital application makes it easy to securely share digital content with your learners without giving up 
control. Plus, with Mimeo Digital’s advanced reporting capabilities, it is easier than ever to demonstrate ROI 
on your content.

This report was produced and distributed by Mimeo. 
Find out how your organization can distribute content 

more efficiently by visiting www.mimeo.com.

Kelli Hiban
Business Unit Director, Training Services & Associations

https://www.mimeo.com/
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